Courtesy Listing Policies
-

Potential CL must be current on vaccines (DAPP and Rabies) and must be
spayed/neutered prior to entering the CL program. A copy of these vaccines must be
on file with UAF.

-

Dogs must be securely leashed and under the control of the owner/handler (no prong
collars, choke collars or retractable leashes). A secure harness is strongly
recommended.

-

Do not bring rawhides or long-lasting chews to adoption events. Small treats are
allowed.

-

Do not bring dogs with a contagious illness to adoption events.

-

When approached about adopting your dog, please ask potential adopter to fill out a
Matchmaking Questionnaire and refer them to the event manager or CL volunteer with
any questions they may have about the adoption process.

-

If a potential adopter inquiry comes through the UAF website or a UAF adoption event,
the CL owner shall not attempt to privately adopt their dog to the person inquiring. The
CL owner IS permitted to adopt their dog out, privately, should they locate an
appropriate adopter outside of UAF. Please inform the CL Coordinator if/when the dog
is adopted privately.

-

After 3 months on the UAF website with little or no interest or owner participation, the
dog will be removed from the CL program.

-

Termination of CL Agreement: Either party (UAF or the dog’s owner) may terminate the
CL Agreement and remove the dog from the CL program at any time.

-

UAF reserves the right to choose not to adopt to those owners who list their dogs as a
courtesy listing with our organization.

Please be considerate of other dogs and handlers at adoption events. Allow an
adequate amount of space between dogs until it is clear that they are comfortable with
each other.
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